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ROTOR-STATOR PASSAGE-AVERAGED

SIMULATION WITHIN A MIXED-FLOW PUMP

Xudong Zhang^ André Garonî Ricardo Camarerot

Ecole Polytechnique de Montréal, O.P. 6079, Succ. A,

Montréal, Québec, Canada, H3C 3A7

Abstract

A methodology for the simulation of the rotor-stator flow interaction is pre-

sented. This is based on a the three-dimensional closure ofthe passage-averaged

vorticity-potential formulation of the flow field in such configurations. A three-

dimensional solver and a passage-averaged solver are used sequentially in the

algorithm. Thèse solvers were tested individually and then as a whole. Finally,

the methodology is applied to the simulation of the flow within a mixed-flow

pump and comparison with expérimental results are presented.

l Introduction

The flow in a single stage turbomachine owes its complexity to the three-

dimensional flow exiting from the stator and interacting with a moving rotor.

This flow field is unsteady, spatiaUy aperiodic and highly rotational, making the
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coupling between the stator and rotor flows in a turbomachine an extremely

difficult problem to solve.

From the numerical methods and computing Systems points of view, the

résolution of the full équations of motion for a multistage turbomachine is a

formidable if not impossible task. To achieve practical numerical simulations

within current computational capabilities, appropriate modelling and approxi-

mations is required to simplify the governing set of équations.

The passage-averaged représentation is obtained by integrating the flow

équations in the circumferential direction of the blade row. This means that

the passage-averaged flow properties are defined on the average méridional cross-

section ofthe turbomachine. Ifthe flow is assumed to be periodic from one blade

passage to another, the passage-averaged flow properties can be represented by

intégration from the pressure side to suction side of the blade. In the derived

formulations, a tangential blockage parameter, which is a geometrical factor, is

introduced to replace the flow dépendent streamsheet thickness in the stream-

surface formulations. Détails about the through-flow approach is reviewed in

Hirsch & Deconinck (1985).

In this class of approximation, the blade-to-blade efFects are replaced by ex-

ternal forces which are coupled to the through-flow governing équations. To

evaluate thèse external forces, a closure model must be developed. This ap-

proximation was initially proposée! by Bosman & Marsh (1974) for applications

in through-flow calculations and subsequently used by Bosman & El-Shaarawi

(1977) and Jennions fe Stow (1985a,1985b). Based on the same principle, a

more elaborate model has been developed by Adamczyk (1984) and applied to

the full three-dimensional model. This approximation has shown its advantages

and its flexibility to simulate fllows through multistage turbomachines but re-

quires computer resources not commonly available.



The objectives ofthis paper are twofold: first to simulate the rotor-stator fiow

interaction within a single stage turbomachine and second to test and evaluate

the capability of the vorticity-potential formulation to achieve this task.

2 Computational Method

2.1 Governing Equations

The governing équations used in this study are based on the vorticity, scalar

potential and vector potential formulation of the Navier-Stokes équations, which

can be written as follows

(V. V)W - (W .V)V = -^-V2W (l)

V2(f> = 0 (2)

V2A = -W (3)

V = -V^+VxA (4)

where V = (vr, v\ vz), W = (wr, w9, w2) and A = (Ar, Ae, Az), in

cylindrical coordinates (r, 0, z\ are the velocity, vorticity and vector potential

fields respectively, <j> is the scalar potential and Re is the Reynolds number.

Thèse three-dimensional équations can be integrated along the circumferen-

tial direction from pressure side to suction side of the blade passages to yield the

passage-averaged form of the governing équations. The passage-averaged vor-

ticity transport équation, the two potential équations, and the swîrl équation

together with the velocity expression form a complète set of équations for the

through-flow computation. Thèse équations are expressed below and are called

the modified passage-averaged équations

VTt{BW9} + VZ^BWe)-V^BW9)-lr^Bvev^

= t^l(TB^+^B^^fï (5)



^'^ + ;&W)=JF< (6)

y^BÀe^ + ^À^=-BW^Fi (7)

y^Bv8) + y^Bve}+^(B-ve)

= i<^>?8')'+â(i?8'»+^ (8)

where

-'= -ï-v^ (»)

W . _^^^1^A'^F; (10)

the over bar " - " represents the passage-averaged variables, and F^, F^,, F^

F9,, FJ and Fj are external forces resulting from intégrations and are given in

Appendix l for completeness. B is the blockage factor defined by

B = sv^ (11)

in which N représenta the blade number.

2.2 Boundary Conditions

To obtain a unique scalar and vector potentials, a set of compatible restrictions

on the potentials must be imposed. Discussions about the admissible boundary

conditions for the potentials can be found in the work of Hirasaki & HeUums

(1970), Richardson & Cornish (1977) and Yang & Camarero (1991)

The boundary conditions used for the three-dimensional équations are sum-

marized in Table l in which v^, v^ are the mean normal inlet and outlet velocities

and E is a vector defined on the inlet surface S that satisfies

E.ti=0, E.t2=0, n.[(V3X(V,xE)]=n.V-< (12)

In thèse équations, {n,ti,t2} is a local orthogonal coordinate System.



The boundary conditions for the modified passage-averaged équations are

summarized in Table 2 in which v1 and v^ are the average normal inlet and

outlet velocities respectively.

2.3 Solution Procédure

The proposed methodology for the simulation ofthe rotor-stator flow interaction

consists in the coupling of two sets of governing équations; the three-dimensional

governing équations (3DGE) and the modified passage-averaged governing equa-

tions (MPAGE). The 3DGE are used within each blade région to provide the

three-dimensional flow fields, while the MPAGE are used to link in an average

sense thèse flow fields. Outside the blade passages, the flow is taken to be ax-

isymmetric. Within the blade passages, the présence of the blades are accounted

for by force terms whose expressions are deduced from the 3DGE solutions. AU

thèse terms can be computed explicitly and the calculations can be performed

outside the 3DGE and MPAGE solvers. The input data are the geometry pa-

rameters and the 3DGE solutions. The output data are the external force terms

which are needed for solving the MPAGE.

From the formulation of the 3DGE, it is clear that in order to solve thèse

équations, the only required information is the inlet velocity distribution. In the

présent study, since the flow is taken to be axisymmetric outside the blade rows,

the inflow conditions at the entrance of each blade row are the passage-averaged

velocity profile. Thèse inlet velocities are updated by the MPAGE solutions.

In summary, the data flow from the 3DGE to the MTAGE and vice versa is

repeated until convergence is achieved.



3 Calculation Results

3.1 Validations

The proposed model for the rotor-stator interactions in a turbomachine, and

the resulting governing équations, the 3DGE and the MPAGE, have been im-

plemented in a Fortran computer program. To validate this approach, numerical

results for several simple flow problems are presented, and the numerical pre-

dictions are comparée! with available analytical or expérimental results.

Developlng Flow in a Straight duct

The development of a laminar flow in a rectangular duct is a simple three-

dimensional internai flow for which analytical solutions and expérimental results

are available for comparison. The flow in the duct geometry, iUustrated in Figure

l, with aspect ratio 7 = b/a = l, i.e. with square cross section, was first

computed. Constant spacing was used in the x- and y-directions, with 15x15

points, and 23 points were stretched in the streamwise z-direction. The Reynolds

number, based on the hydraulic diameter D^ was chosen to be Re = 100. Based

on the work of Han (1960), the duct length L was set to

L = 0.105 DhRe (13)

to ensure a fully developed flow at the exit. On the inlet plane, a uniform flow

was specified with vx = vy = 0, and vz = l (note that vz is set to zéro at the

walls to satisfy the no-slip condition).

The predicted velocity distributions along the central plane in the developing

région are shown in Figure 2a at several sections. Figure 2b shows the velocity

profiles taken along the duct diagonal, i.e. with the coordinates x=y. Thèse

velocity profiles are compared with the analytical solution of Han (1960) and



with the expérimental data of Goldstein & Kreid (1967). Very good agreement

can be observed in thèse figures.

Also the predicted fully developed streamwise velocity profiles (Figure 3),

and the centeriine velocity development (Figure 4) are in good agreement with

the analytical solutions of Han (1960) and the expérimental data of Goldstein

& Kreid (1967).

Developing Flow in Curved duct

The second test problem was the development of a laminar incompressible vis-

cous flow in a curved duct with square cross section. The principal character-

istic of such a flow is the présence of longitudinal curvature which générâtes

secondary flows resulting in distortion of the streamwise velocity. The compu-

tation of curved duct flows usually serves as a model problem for understanding

some of the important features in turbomachinery flows.

The duct geometry is illustrated in Figure 5. The centerline curvature Re

of the curved duct is 14 times the duct width D. The Dean number is 55

corresponding to a Reynolds number of 206, based on the hydraulic diameter

Dhi and the turning angle is 110 . On a transverse cross section, 15 points are

uniformly spaced in the radiai direction and 13 on the width and 25 points were

stretched in the streamwise direction. At the entrance of the duct, a uniform

streamwise velocity profile and zéro transverse velocities were specified.

Figure 6 shows the development of the streamwise velocity profiles in the

mid-plane parallel to the top and bottom walls. The profiles in Figure 6b, along

the vertical direction, remain symmetric as they should on the vertical mi d-

surface. The profiles in Figure 6a, along the horizontal direction, become more

asymmetric as the flow develops downstream. This can be explained by the

centrifugal force generated by the longitudinal curvature which forces the peak



value of the velocity profile towards the outer wall of the duct.

In Figure 7, the predicted velocity profiles at the cross section with angular

position 0 = 102.4° are chosen for comparison with the fully developed flow

predicted by Ghia &: Sokhey (1977) and Cheng et al. (1975), and with the

expérimental data of Mon et al. (1971). The présent calculations and the

previous numerical predictions agrée very well while the comparison between

the numerical results and expérimental data disagree somewhat.

FIow in a Rectangular Duct

The geometry of the first test problem is now used in this test to validate the

MPAGE. The passage-averaging technique has been applied to the analytical

solution of Han (1960) which results in the analytical averaged solution of the

velocity for comparison with the computed averaged solutions. Their expression

are given in Appendix II. The Reynolds number, based on the inlet velocity

and the hydraulic diameter Dfii is Re = 100 for thèse tests. The computations

were carried out using three uniformly spaced grids, 15x15x31, 15x13x31 and

15x11x31, with aspect ratios 7 = 1.0, 0.5 and 0.25 respectively. The profiles of

the passage-average velocities are présentée! at several sections (Figure 8). Good

agreement for aU aspect ratios can be observed in this figure.

3.2 Mixed-Flow Pump

Description of the NEL Pump

The NEL pump is a mixed-flow machine with a five blades rotor and a nine

blades stator. Détails of the physical dimensions of the blades and a général

description of the pump are given in Carey et ai. (1985a).

The measurements reported by Carey et al. (1985b) were performed in an air

model of the machine at a shaft speed 1200 r.p.m. of the rotor. The expérimental



data for all velocities are normalized by the blade velocity at the rotor trailing

edge midpoint, which is Uf = 27m/s, corresponding to a Reynolds number of

Re= l.5x10 . However, since the présent study is for laminar flow, the Reynolds

number for the numerical computation, run at the best efficiency point of the

pump, was set to 1500.

The méridional computational domain is shown in Figure 9, which is divided

into five régions. The rotor is located from s = l to s =2 and the stator from

s = 3 to s = 4. The inlet is at station s = 0 and the outlet at s = 5. It is noted

that in the numerical simulation, the rotor tip clearance was not considered.

A grid of 13x59 was used for the MPAGE computation with 13 points in the

radiai direction. There were 15 points spaced uniformly in the circumferential

direction for the rotor and 13 points for the stator.

Rotor Three-Dimensional Results

For comparison of the numerical predictions with the expérimental measurement

of Carey et al. (1985b), the results are presented in terms ofthe velocity compo-

nent parallel to the streamwise grid line, Vp, the tangential velocity component in

the relative rotating frame of référence, Wf and the velocity component normal

to the streamwise grid Une, Vn.

Figures 10 to 12 show the blade-to-blade velocity variations from the suction

side "SS" to the pressure side "PS" and from hub-to-shroud. Also to show, in

thèse figures, the streamwise évolutions of the velocity components within the

rotor, the blade-to-blade variations are given near the rotor inlet (s=1.07), at

mid-chord (s=1.5) and near the rotor outlet (s= 1.87). On thèse figures, the

blade-to-blade graphs are numbered from 3 to 12 corresponding to the nor-

malized hub-to-shroud distance R==0.167, 0.333, 0.5, 0.667, 0.833 as 0.917 and

detailed in Carey et al. (1985b).



Due to the change of the rotor geometry, the velocity component Vp (Figure

10) is accelerated near the blade suction surface in the mainstream fiow région

(R < 0.833). In the same région, the relative tangential component Wf (Figure

11) is decelerated near the suction surface and accelerated near the pressure

surface. Thèse observations agrée well with the expérimental data except at the

edge of the blade surface boundary layers, where, the velocities are relatively

higher than the measured ones. This is as be expected since the Reynolds

number for the computation is a thousand times lower than the expérimental

one. Consequently, a thicker boundary layer on the blade surface is observed

which induces higher velocities at the edge of the boundary layer.

In the near shroud région, 0.833 < R < 1.0, complex turbomachinery flow

phenomena are encountered. The blade boundary layers, the shroud boundary

layer, the effects of the relative motion of the shroud and the associated sec-

ondary flow interacts to generate rapid changes in the fluid behaviour. It is

évident that there is a discrepancy between the predictions and the measure-

ments for velocity components Vp and TV( shown in Figures 10 and 11.

The main reason for such a discrepancy is probably the absence of the blade-

tip gap in the présent numerical modeling. When the flow proceeds downstream,

the tip leakage flow meet and interact with blade and shroud boundary layers,

giving rise to a mixing région. Without the tip leakage flow, the shroud bound-

ary layer wiU play an important rôle in the outer annular région. Indeed, the

numerical predi étions in Figures 10 and 11 show that, the flow close to the suc-

tion surface is decelerated, while near the pressure surface, the flow is accelerated

by the moving shroud.
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Stator Three-Dimensional Results

Like the rotor, the results of the stator are plotted in terms of the same velocity

components Vp, Vf and Vn, where Vt represents the absolute tangential velocity

component.

From Figures 13 through 15, one can see that the boundary layer develop-

ment in the stator passage, for both blade surfaces and the end-walls, is more

significant than in the rotor passage, as the passage of the stator is much longer

than that of the rotor. Because of the conically inward shaped hub and shroud

and the présence of the pressure surface of the blade, the mainstream flow devel-

ops toward the région near the pressure surface as shown in Figure 13. When the

flow proceeds downstream, velocity component Vp is accelerated in the région

near the pressure surface, but decelerated in the région near the suction surface.

Another important feature ofthe flow in the stator is that, as shown in Figure

14, the tangential velocity Vt ïs reduced very rapidly along the passage. Near the

hub and exit région, the tangential velocity even becomes positive. This behavior

is as expected, since the function of a diffuser (the stator in the présent pump

model) is to reduce the high velocity in order to convert the kinetic energy into

static pressure. Although a quantitative comparison with measurement is not

available, the revealed flow features by the numerical prediction are reasonable

and quite encouraging.

From Figure 15, one can observe that, as the flow develops downstream, Vn

exhibits an outward flow towards the suction side of the passage, and an inward

flow towards the pressure side indicating the présence of secondary flows within

the stator passage.

11



MPAGE Results without Stator

It is interesting to conduct a test for the performance of the stator. This can be

done by imposing aU the external force terms to zéro within the stator passage

while keeping them within the rotor passage. In other words, the présence of

the stator is totally neglected. For this pump, the function of the stator is to

convert kinetic energy into pressure. Since the flow is incompressible, this energy

is taken from the swiri component, Wt, of the velocity field generated by the

rotor. In the absence of the stator, Wt, at the exit, is expected to be larger

than with the stator. Indeed, this result is supported by the présent numerical

prediction shown in Figure 16. It is observed that the velocity component Vp

has no significant change (since the flow must conserve the mass across the

blade section), while the velocity component Wt is dramatically decreased by

the présence of the stator as the flow develops downstream.

4 Conclusions

The passage-averaged and the three-dimensional vorticity-potential formulations

have been used sequentially in a numerical procédure to simulate the rotor-

stator flow interaction. In the passage-averaged équations, the présence of the

blades is accounted for by force terms whose values are deduced from the three-

dimensional flow fields. This procédure requires some iterations between the

passage-averaged solutions and the three-dimensional solutions to achieve a con-

vergent flow field. With regard to computer resources, this approach has many

advantages:

(i) It avoids a fuU three-dimensional time dépendent computation through a

complète turbomachine.

(ii) It does not require the interpolation between the rotor moving grid and

12



the stator stationary grid.

(iii) The external forces from the three-dimensional computations are more

accurate than the forces from an approximate blade-to-blade computation.

(iv) It links the three-dimensional flow fields of the rotor and stator in an

averaged sense.

The numerical procédure have been thoroughly validated with analytical and

expérimental data when available. The validation were performed on each set

of équations individually, 3DGE and MPAGE, and as a whole. The proposée!

model also has been applied to a mixed-flow pump and the predicted solution

were compared with expérimental data. However, because no measurement

were available for the stator, no quantitative conclusion can be drawn about the

predictive capability of the stator.
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Appendbcl

The External forces for the modified passage-averaged équations are

Fi = ïh [^••w.-^.w^
9 ^l^QXs _z 9^p...z\ /9\s g 9\p $,

-lf^cww'--^:^w''-^
,9\s_e 9xp...e\ l/^À»...r Q\...T>- i7((i£wf- i£wî) - ;^< - wwp

(Qxi719wl. ~QW9^ _ È^71ÔW1 _-ôw!
9z vr Q9 Qz ', Qz vr 90 ôz ^p^

,9X^1 ,„ 9we lôwr,
~9ir{~rw~ ~~97~ ~r~W),

_^rl^_^_l°^- -^-^w' ~ ~9r~ ~ ~r~90~)p)

l
-^ "^[VÀ,.W,-VÀp.Wp] (14)

0\s ; ^p...z\ , /(^s...r ^^P...r-- w[(^w: - i?<) + (ïiw: - ^)]

4-(B~&9^ - B~^¥) - ^-(5^^ - B~6j6^}
ir

.-.^^.-r , ^.-.1- W9^vr + yz]

A^6} ^ l ^ _ r^9^ _ ^^
+ [~W~+ ~rBVV ~.~k{~9^ ~J^)}~0^

,9{Bve) ^ ^QX^_ 9^^9^_
1 9s. ' Av Qz Qz n 9r

+-ï(^ _ ^)(1,«)
k v 9z 9z "-r

F9A = ~ï [^(VÀâ •As ~VAP 'Ap)]

^l^_cL4e 9\pl9AZ QA\
+ [[~9z[~r~9e~ ~ ~ôz~)s ~ ~9z{~r~W ~ ~07)pï

r^l^_ÊA!_l^
l9r\^ 9r r 90 \
Q\p,l,e 9Ae 19A\
or vr^ 9r r 90 /p
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(
^n^ L.^ 9^r^ 1^F.' = ÎTÎ iil((^).-;B.')-i±((^).-^'

Î.S9xlf9VL\ -9^£.f9^}
rl 9ev 90 ', 90 v 90 V

.r9ÀiA -QXL(^
1 Qz^Qz'» ?z^ 9zy_ _ (16)

^(9X1 _ 9XL\ _ Â^ _ 9XL}
+ rw[9r{~ôt~ ~97) ~ 9z{~9t ~ ~9t

^Bvrve + —(Bvrve) + —(Bvzve}
r~ ~ ~ ' Qr^~ ~ ~ ' ' Qz

-<ir+^5'l + ^

^ = -^V.(^VA,-^VÀp) (17)

-"• - -1/'^i/A _ ^^PFTV = -^(y^-^p) (18)

^ - _ï-f9xlA 9XPFzv = -^(^-^p) (19)

with

^ = -LAl^+S!i
/p ~ Rel9r^rJr^~9z^

-[^^+^e)+^ (20)

where subscripts "5" and "p" represent the values of the variables on the suction

surface and pressure surface respectively, and the tilde ~ represents their

perturbation from their average value.

Appendix II

From the paper of Han (1960), one can express the axial velocity to a rectangular

duct (see Figure l) as follows

7T2 ,,-1 °° (-l)m+n COS [(2m - l)7ra;/2a] cos [(2n - î)vy/2b]

uz = T° ~ (2m - l)(2n - l) [(2m - 1)272 + (2ra - l)2 + (2/?&/7r)2]

(21)

where

00

C = l/(2m - l)2(2ra - l)2[(2m - 1)272 + (2n - l)2 + (2/36/7T)2] (22)
m,n=l

17



The parameter f3 and its relations with axial distance can be found in Han

(1960).

Employing the passage-averaging procédure described in section 3.2, the ve-

locity in (21) is averaged across the y-direction and gives

00 ('—1'>">+!

^ = ^(7-1 v^; , Dm cos[(2m - 1)^/26] (23)
m=l

where

Dm = l/(2n - l)2[(2m - 1)272 + (2n - l)2 + 2/36/Tr)2] (24)
n=l

18
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9n
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Vsx£

0
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Table l: Boundary Conditions for 3DGE
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À9

we

Ve

Solid Wall

^=°

Àe=0

9ÇBvr) 9ÇB^)
~9^~~~97

Ve = (^)wall

Bwe

Inlet

^=.i'9n=vn

À9=0

9{Bvr)
9z

V" = V^

9{Bvz)
9r

Outlet

9Ê. - î-,0
Qn=vn

£(5A<)S

â(Bœa)=

i^-

0

0

0

Table 2: Boundary Conditions for MPAGE
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